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Wave-vector dependence of spin and density multipole excitations in quantum dots
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We have employed time-dependent local-spin density-functional theory to analyze the multipole spin and
charge density excitations in GaAs-AlxGa12xAs quantum dots. The on-plane transferred momentum degree of
freedom has been taken into account, and the wave-vector dependence of the excitations is discussed. In
agreement with previous experiments, we have found that the energies of these modes do not depend on the
transferred wave vector, although their intensities do. Comparison with a recent resonant Raman scattering
experiment@C. Schüller et al., Phys. Rev. Lett.80, 2673~1998!# is made. This allows us to identify the angular
momentum of several of the observed modes as well as to reproduce their energies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The characteristic single particle and collective exci
tions of typical quantum dots~QD! are known to lie in the
far-infrared~FIR! energy region, i.e., they have energies th
depending on the size of the dot, span the range from a
tens of meV to a fraction of meV. Experimental informatio
about FIR spectra was first obtained from photon absorp
experiments on InSb and on GaAs quantum dots.1,2 Since the
confining potential for small dots is parabolic to a good a
proximation, and in the FIR regime the dipole approximati
works well, the absorption spectrum is rather insensitive
the number of electrons in the dot, measuring to a la
extent only the center-of-mass excitations, which at nonz
magnetic fields~B! correspond to the two allowed dipol
transitions arising from each of the two possible circular p
larizations of the absorbed light. Two limitations of the a
sorption process, namely that it is dominated by theL51
multipole of the incoming electromagnetic wave, and its
sensitivity to the electronic spin degree of freedom, ha
motivated that theorists have been mostly concerned with
study of dipole charge density excitations~CDE!. Yet, higher
multipolarity CDE’s have been discussed using a class
model,3 a Hartree-random phase approximation method4 a
classical hydrodynamical model,5 and an equation of motion
method.6 QuadrupoleL52 CDE’s have also been address
for the quantum-dot helium.7

The situation is changing with the use of inelastic lig
scattering to study QD excitations. This experimental te
nique is nowadays recognized as one of the more powe
tools to study the elementary excitations of low-dimensio
electronic nanostructures,8–13 and it is contributing to a
deeper understanding of the two-dimensional elect
gas14–18~2DEG!. Using polarization selection rules, it allow
us to disentangle CDE from spin density~SDE! and single-
particle excitations~SPE!, and to observe them all in th
same sample. Moreover, it offers the possibility of study
PRB 610163-1829/2000/61~12!/8289~9!/$15.00
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the wave-vector dispersion dependence of the excitation
Measurements of Raman scattering on high-qua

GaAs-AlxGa12xAs quantum dots have been reported.11 What
makes this experiment especially appealing is that sharp
and charge density excitations have been measured in
ventional backwards geometry as a function of the app
magnetic fieldB and of the transferred lateral wave vectorq.
Previous studies were carried out at zero magnetic field8,10

or the experimental conditions were such that the spectra
not show a wave-vector conservation nor a clear polariza
dependence,9 hence it was not possible to resolve SDE a
CDE from SPE, nor to record the spectra at predetermineq
values. We attempt here a theoretical interpretation of th
results based on the time-dependent local-spin dens
functional theory~TDLSDFT!, addressing the description o
high multipolarity spin and charge density modes of a Q
and incorporating in a realistic way the on-plane wave-vec
dependence of these collective excitations. A recent calc
tion by Steinebachet al.19 has addressed the Raman scatt
ing in small quantum dots at zero-magnetic field, includi
valence-band as well as multipole and momentum tran
effects. However, perfect spin degeneracy~paramagnetism!
of the conduction electron states was imposed and corr
tion potentials were neglected. We explore here
B-dependence in general TDLSDFT but, since we are
stricted to the conduction electron set, our results would c
respond to off-resonance Raman peaks, with laser ener
above the valence-conduction gap.

II. TDLSDFT DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTIVE MODES
IN QD

The dipole longitudinal response of quantum dots h
been recently addressed in detail.20,21 We sketch here how
the method can be generalized to deal with other multipol
ties and the wave-vector degree of freedom.

The first task is to obtain the ground state~gs! of the dot
8289 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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8290 PRB 61MANUEL BARRANCO et al.
solving the appropriate Kohn-Sham~KS! equations. The
exchange-correlation energy densityExc(n,m), where n is
the electron density andm the spin magnetization, constitute
a key ingredient of the method. It has been constructed f
the results of Ref. 22 on the nonpolarized and fully polariz
2DEG using the two-dimensional von Barth and Hedin p
scription to interpolate between both regimes.23

Once the KS gs has been worked out, we have determ
the induced densities originated by an external excita
field employing linear-response theory. For independ
electrons in the KS mean field, the variationdns

(0) induced in
the spin densityns(s[↑,↓) by an external spin-depende
field F, whose nontemporal dependence we denote aF

5(s f s(rW)us&^su, can be written as24

dns
(0)~rW,v!5(

s8
E drW8xss8

(0)
~rW,rW8;v! f s8~rW8!, ~1!

wherexss8
(0) is the KS spin density correlation function. I

this limit, the frequencyv corresponds to the harmonic tim
dependence of the external fieldF and of the induceddns

(0) .
Equation~1! is a 232 matrix equation in the two-componen
Pauli space. In longitudinal response theory,F is diagonal in
this space, and its diagonal components are written as a
tor F[( f ↓

f ↑). We consider first the externalL-pole fields

F6L
(n) 5r uLue6 iLuS 1

1D and F6L
(m)5r uLue6 iLuS 1

21D , ~2!

which cause, respectively, the charge and spin densitL
modes. For the monopoleL 5 0 mode, these fields are sim
ply taken proportional tor 2 ~see below!. To distinguish the
induced densities in each excitation channel they will be
beled with an additional superscript asdns

(0,n) or dns
(0,m) .

The TDLSDFT induced densities are obtained from
integral equations

dns
(A)~rW,v!5dns

(0,A)~rW,v!1 (
s1s2

E drW1drW2xss1

(0) ~rW,rW1 ;v!

3Ks1s2
~rW1 ,rW2!dns2

(A)~rW2 ,v!, ~3!

where eitherA5n or A5m, and the kernelKss8(r
W,rW8) is the

electron-hole interaction.
Equation ~3! has been solved as a generalized ma

equation in coordinate space. Taking into account ang
decompositions ofxss8 and Kss8 of the kind Kss8(r

W,rW8)
5( lKss8

( l ) (r ,r 8)eil (u2u8), it is enough to solve them for eac
multipole separately because only modes withl 56L couple
to the externalL-pole field. One has

Kss8
( l )

~r ,r 8!5
2

p3/2

G~ u l u11/2!

G~ u l u11!

r ,
u l u

r .
u l u11

K u l uS r ,

r .
D

1
]2Exc~n,m!

]ns]ns8
U

gs

d~r 2r 8!

2pr
, ~4!
m
d
-
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t
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where Kn(x) is given by the hypergeometric function25

p/2F(1/2,n11/2;n11;x2), and r .(r ,) is the greater
~smaller! of r ,r 8.

For a polarized system having a nonzero magnetizatio
the gs, the6L modes are not degenerate and give rise to t
excitation branches withDLz56L, whereLz is the gs or-
bital angular momentum. The induced charge or magnet
tion densities corresponding to density and spin respon
are given by dn(A)5dn↑

(A)1dn↓
(A) and dm(A)5dn↑

(A)

2dn↓
(A) . From them, the dynamical polarizabilities in th

density and spin channels are, respectively given by

ann~L,v!5E drr uLu11dn(n)~r !

~5!

amm~L,v!5E drr uLu11dm(m)~r !.

For eachL value, taking into account both6L possibilities
we defineaAA

(L)(v)[aAA(L,v)1aAA(2L,v). Their imagi-
nary parts are proportional to the strength functio
SAA

(L)(v)5Im@aAA
(L)(v)#/p. The peaks appearing in th

strength functions are the CDE or SDE excited by the ex
nal field. Analogously, the peaks appearing in the stren
function which results from using in the above equations
KS density variationsdns

(0,A) instead of the correlated one
dns

(A) , correspond to the SPE.
An analysis based on the use of the above multipole

citation operatorsr Le6 iLu implies that no appreciable on
plane momentumqW is transferred to the system, i.e.,q'0.
This will become apparent below. Even in this limit, som
interesting features of the experimental spectra are re
duced. Moreover, it allows one to make contact with F
photoabsorption spectroscopy. Yet, a more detailed ana
of Raman spectra calls for introducing theq dependence in a
realistic way. A first attempt has been made in Ref. 9,
though the analysis of the measured Raman spectra was
ried out using a Hartree model that cannot address the
degree of freedom on the one hand, nor take into accoun
contribution of charge and spin density collective modes
the scattering cross section on the other hand.

Hamilton and McWhorter26 were the first in pointing out
the important role played by spin density modes in the R
man scattering in GaAs. Their original formulation has be
further elaborated by Blum,27 and more recently the inelasti
charge and spin density scattering cross sections have
discussed in terms of the chargeSnn(q,v) and spin
Smm(q,v) strength functions28 ~often called dynamic struc
ture functions!

d2sC

dvsdVs
}uêi•êsu2Snn~q,v!

~6!

d2sS

dvsdVs
}uêi3êsu2Smm~q,v!,

wherev is the energy difference of the incoming and sc
tered photonv i2vs , and êi ,s are the polarization vectors
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We refer the reader to the review articles of Refs. 18 and
for a thorough discussion.

The above expressions are deceptively simple, but th
somehow misleading, as simplicity arises from the appro
mations made to arrive at them.27,28 Yet, they are often used
to describe resonant Raman scattering in Ga
heterostructures.9,28,30,31 These approximations might ob
scure the comparison of the calculated modes with these
tected by Raman spectroscopy. We believe, however,
rather than testing the TDLSDFT description of charge a
spin density excitations, it may manifest the limitations
theoretical schemes based on Eq.~6! to analyze resonan
Raman scattering. It is worth to mention the applicati
made by Wendleret al.32 to resonant Raman scattering
two electron quantum rings using a more general expres
for the cross sections, of hopeless applicability to theN
5200 quantum dot described in Ref. 11, as well as the
culation by Steinebachet al.19 mentioned in the Introduction

To obtainSnn(q,v) andSmm(q,v) within TDLSDFT, in-
stead of considering the response to multipole operators,
has to consider the plane wave operatoreiqW rW involved in the
inelastic scattering process. It is convenient to expand it
Bessel functions25

FIG. 1. Electron density of theN5200 dot ~in units of
1011 cm22) at B50, 3, and 6 T. The dimensionless horizont
scale can be transformed into a more conventional one recalling
q51.323105 cm21. The value ofJL(qr) for L50 to 4 is also
shown in the top panel for illustrative purposes.
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eiqW rW5(
;L

i LJL~qr !eiLu

5J0~qr !1 (
L.0

i LJL~qr !~eiLu1e2 iLu!. ~7!

Depending on theq value, the number of terms in the expa
sion may be large, but the method is of direct applicabil
because the differentL terms in the expansion do not coupl
Physically, it is also sound to make the expansion, since
experimental results display quite distinct peaks whose m
tipolar character can, in some cases, be identified even
transferred momentum as large as 0.83105 cm21 ~see Fig.
2 of Ref. 11!. Moreover, in the smallq limit, the expansion
of the Bessel functions leads to the multipole excitation o
erators we have previously considered. In particular, ther 2

operator used in the monopole case arises from the first n
trivial term in the expansion ofJ0(qr). An r 2 term is also
present in the quadrupole case, this time multiplied by
angular operatorse62iu.

The TDLSDFT response to the plane wave operator
thus be obtained as in the multipole case substituting in
~2! r L by JL(qr) and r 2 by J0(qr), and keeping as many
terms in the expansion Eq.~7! as needed. A criterion to de
termine the number of terms to be considered is provided
the f-sum rule.21 For a givenq value, thef-sum rules of the
plane wave operator and of eachL component in Eq.~7! read
~in effective atomic units!

at

FIG. 2. Monopole strength function in arbitrary units as a fun
tion of energy. The thick-solid line represents the charge den
strength, the dashed line the spin density strength, and the thin
line the single-particle strength.
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8292 PRB 61MANUEL BARRANCO et al.
m1
(nn)@eiqW •rW#5m1

(mm)@eiqW •rW#5q2
N

2
,

~8!
m1

(nn)@JL~qr !eiLu#5m1
(mm)@JL~qr !eiLu#

5
1

2E drWn0~rW !

3H FdJL~qr !

dr G2

1
L2

r 2
JL

2~qr !J ,

where n0(rW) is the gs electron density. The maximumL
value in the expansion has been fixed so as to fulfill
plane-wavef-sum rule within 95% or better. As a furthe
numerical test, the second Eq.~8! has been used to check th
accuracy in the calculation of the strength functions mu
pole by multipole.

III. RESULTS

As a case of study, we present a theoretical interpreta
of the results obtained in Ref. 11 for anN5200 electron
quantum dot of radiusR5120 nm in GaAs-AlxGa12xAs.
We have modeled the confining potential by the Coulo
potential created by a positively charged jellium disk of t
same radius.33 The only free parameter in the calculation
the number of positive charges in the disk, which has b
set to N15404 to reproduce as many spin and dens
modes as possible atB50, with a special emphasis in th
dipole SDE. We want to stress that this particular jelliu
disk plays no other role that creating a confining poten
easy to generate and vary in a controlled way by sim
changingN1. The question of whether the system is charg

FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2 for the dipole mode. The signs indic
the circular polarization of the more intense peaks, see Eq.~2!.
e
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or not is misleading; after all, it could not be mor
‘‘charged’’ than anyN electron dot confined by a parabol
potential. Image charges representing the gates and us
not considered in QD structure calculations will eventua
make neutral the whole system.34 Discarding a parabolic po
tential because of the large number of electrons in the
other confining potentials9,35,36 and fitting parameter strate
gies might have been considered. However, a thorough
ing of the confining potential for such a large dot wou
imply to obtain the charge and spin responses atB50 for
several multipoles. Obviously, this is a very demanding ta
A more elaborated search could have improved the res
we are going to discuss, which in some cases are not in
agreement with experiment. Figure 1 shows the electron d
sities atB50, 3, and 6 T.

The choice of the spin dipole mode atB50 as the experi-
mental quantity to be better reproduced in the fit is motiva
by the emphasis we want to put in the spin channel resu
and because for this mode two distinct branches with p
tive and negativeB dispersions are seen in the experime
The dipole CDE atB50 would have been a more conve
tional choice, but unfortunately its experimental value h
not been reported.10,11 It is worth it to point out that even if
there seems to exist a common belief that CDE’s are w
understood, for multipolarities different from the thorough
studied dipole mode this belief does not stem from having
far confronted theory with real experiments. It is still an op
question how quantitative is the agreement between the
and experiment when several CDE’s have to be simu
neously described for the same QD.

The range ofB values investigated in this work corre
sponds to filling factors larger than 3. Consequently, the
of other density functional approaches such as current d
sity functional theory~CDFT! better suited at high magneti
fields33,37,38can be avoided. For a discussion of the difficu

te FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3 for the quadrupole mode.
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PRB 61 8293WAVE-VECTOR DEPENDENCE OF SPIN AND DENSITY . . .
ties one has to face to obtain the longitudinal response wi
time-dependent CDFT, we refer the reader to Ref. 39.

A. qÉ0 results

We first present the results obtained atq'0. The interest
in studying this limit lies in the experimental observation,8,10

thoroughly discussed atB50, that in QD’s the energies o
the excited modes do not depend on the transferred w
vectorq. This is at variance with the situation in nanowir
and in the 2DEG, constituting a clear signature of the ‘‘ze
dimension’’ character of QD’s. What changes with increa
ing q is the total strength@see the first Eq.~8!#, and how it is
distributed among the different peaks. We shall discuss th
matters in the next section.

Figures 2–5 represent the spin and charge strength f
tions forL50 to 3. In theLÞ0 cases we have indicated wit
a 2(1) sign the excitations caused by the1L(2L) com-
ponent of theF operators40 in Eq. ~2!. They correspond to
the two possible circular polarizations of the light absorb
or emitted in the excitation or deexcitation process. We h
found that the spin peaks are rather fragmented, especial
the monopole case. However, they still are collective mod
with energies redshifted from the single-particle ones due
the attractive character of the exchange-correlation ve
corrections.

We would like to draw the attention to the2 type, low-
energy octupole SDE, which is seen in Fig. 5 to carry
appreciable strength atv;2.5 meV for B52 T. When a
magnetic field is perpendicularly applied to a QD, it is w
known that low-energy modes in the density channel
dipole edge CDE’s arising from intraband transitions, wh
bulk interband transitions lie at higher energy. That m
change with increasingL, and it is easy to see that this
indeed the case for SDE’s. An inspection of the KS sin

FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 3 for the octupole mode.
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electron energies shown in Fig. 6 reveals that at highL ’s,
interband electron-hole excitations are at lower energies t
intraband ones. Since the electron-hole interaction is wea
the spin channel~only the exchange-correlation energy co
tributes to it!, we have found that atB52 T the lowest
energy octupole SDE is a mode built from interba
electron-hole excitations. Still, one might consider it as
edge mode, as its existence is only possible because o
finite size of the system. WhenB increases further, the spi
density edge mode has again a1 polarization. In theL53,
this happens atB53 T. We have found that the low energ
CDE is always a1 type excitation, whereas the high energ
CDE’s are2 type excitations arising from the correspondin
component ofF (n).

Figures 7 and 8 display theB dispersion of the more in-
tense CDE’s and SDE’s, respectively. The cyclotron f
quency appears as a peak in the calculated SPE~KS! dipole
response, and we have not plotted it in Fig. 7. The so
symbols represent the experimental data.11 We have con-
nected with lines the more intense peaks obtained in
calculation of the strength, which displays some fragmen
tion, especially for highL andB values~see also Ref. 4!. We
recall that only for a pure parabolic confinement of fr
quencyv0 and for theL51 mode in the dipole approxima
tion, generalized Kohn’s theorem41 ensures that CDE’s are
distributed according to the classical dispersion lawsV
6vc/2, with V25v0

21vc
2/4 andvc being the cyclotron fre-

quency. We also recall that the adiabatic TDLSDFT we
employing fulfills generalized Kohn’s theorem.21

It can be seen from these figures that the experime
data are only partly explained, as not all the experimen
modes are quantitatively described. In both spin and cha
density channels, TDLSDFT reproduces the weakB depen-
dence of theL50 mode found in the experiment at smallB
values. Our calculation confirms theL50, 1, and 2 multi-
polarity assigned in the experiment to the lower SDE’s, b
cannot identify the origin of the higher SDE, whose signa
weak and broad, as mentioned in Ref. 11. We will see in
next section that including finite momentum transfer, as
actual experiments, does not greatly clarify the situation.

FIG. 6. Single-electron energies as a function of orbital angu
momentum forB52 T. Our choice ofB pointing towards1z fa-
vors that single-particle states of negative angular momentum
upwards spin be occupied. To avoid dealing with single-parti
angular momentum quantum numbers that are mostly negative
angular dependence of the single-particle wave functions is wri
as e2 i l u and hence,l represents the orbital angular momentu
changed of sign. The horizontal line represents the electron ch
cal potential. Full, upright triangles correspond tos5↑ states, and
the empty, downright triangles tos5↓ states. Interband and intra
band transitions withD l 52,3, and 4 are represented to illustrate t
energy crossing discussed in the text.
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At B50, the energies of theL.0 spin density excitations
follow the simple ruleEL;LE1. We attribute this to the
weakness of the electron-hole interaction in the spin chan
The prominent role played by the strong electron-hole in
action in the charge density channel causes that rule to
for CDE’s.

As a general trend, the strength carried by the positivB
dispersion branch corresponding to the highL spin density
excitations diminishes asB increases. We have also foun
that the spin strength becomes more fragmented with
creasingL, whereas bulk and edge magnetoplasmons ass
ated with the6L excitations are better defined modes.

FIG. 7. Energies of the more intense CDE’s as a function oB.
The lines connect the more intense peaks corresponding to a g
multipole, and the solid symbols represent the experimental da11

FIG. 8. Same as Fig. 7 for the more intense SDE’s.
el.
r-
il

-
ci-

The positiveB dispersion branches of the CDE’s revea
complicated pattern at intermediateB values, quite different
from the expected classical one holding up toB; 2-3 T, but
that however fits a large set of the experimental modes.
behavior of these branches has an interesting quantal or
namely the formation of well-defined Landau bands for ma
netic fields larger than a critical value. Above it, the mo
intense high energy collective peaks mostly arise from tr
sitions between Landau bands whose indexM differs in one
unit, DM51. Since these bands are made of many sin
electron states with differentl values and energies ratherl
independent ifB is high enough,33 this explains the otherwise
striking quasiL degeneracy of the plasmon energies, on
broken by finite size effects and theL dependence of the
electron-hole interaction. Other modes withDM52 build
branches satellite of those formed by the more intensL
peaks, and are clearly seen in the calculation. Sate
branches of this kind appear even in the dipole case,2,42 and
are a clear signature of nonparabolic confinement.4,5,21 We
will see below how these branches emerge at highq andB
values.

In contradistinction with the positiveB dispersion
branches of the CDE’s, the negativeB dispersion ones do no
manifest the quasiL degeneracy. While interband electro
hole excitations at the bulk of the dot are ratherL indepen-
dent as we have just mentioned, the negativeB dispersion
branches are built from intraband electron-hole excitation
the dot edge, and these are quite distinct for differentL val-
ues~see Fig. 6, and Fig. 5 of Ref. 33 for instance!.

B. Finite q results

The linear response to the multipole fields described
fore cannot tell what is the relative intensity of the differe
charge or spin density excitations. This limitation is circum
vented using the plane wave operator for whichSnn(q,v)
andSmm(q,v) display the charge or spin density excitatio
with nonarbitrary relative intensity, allowing one to ascerta
in each channel whichL modes are more probably excited
given B andq values. This is clearly seen in Figs. 9–14.

Figure 9 shows the CDE’s and SDE’s atB50 for selected
q values used in Refs. 9 and 11~we shall give q in
105 cm21). Several interesting features show up in this fi
ure. We see that for smallq values the dipole mode take
most of the strength, and that for theq values employed in
Ref. 11, the strength is exhausted by the modes withL<3.
Another interesting observation, in full agreement with e
periments, is that the peaks have no appreciable wave-ve
dispersion.8,10

For a givenL, Fig. 9 also reveals the mechanism by whi
the strength evolves with increasingq. Up to theq values of
Ref. 11 only the lowest energy peak of each multipolarity
sizably excited, and with increasingq strength is transferred
from dipole to quadrupole, monopole and octupole, succ
sively. For largerq values, as those employed in Ref.
higher energy peaks of each multipolarity get predominan
excited. Conspicuous peaks corresponding to theseconddi-
pole and quadrupole modes, respectively, can be clearly
at q55 and v;16 and;17 meV. The same happens
finite B values, as it is shown in Fig. 10 forB51 T.

Figures 11 and 12 show the evolution withB of the spec-
tra corresponding to the largestq value of Ref. 11. Figures

en
.
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13 and 14 show the same for the largestq used in Ref. 9. As
anticipated, Fig. 12 does not help identify the nature of
high-energy SDE detected in the experiment. However,
results at higherq ~Fig. 14! show at lowB a broad distribu-

FIG. 9. B50 charge~solid lines! and spin density~dashed lines!
strengths in arbitrary units forq50.23, 0.8, 1.32, and 5
3105 cm21. The multipolarity of the main peaks is indicated.

FIG. 10. Same as Fig. 9 forB51 T.
e
e

tion of the SDE strength centered around the energy of
experimental mode. One is tempted to speculate that
higher SDE seen in the experiment is just the envelope
responding to our higherq spectrum, which is centere
around the second dipole SDE. In this sense, it is worth

FIG. 11. Charge density strengths in arbitrary units forq
51.323105 cm21 and differentB values. The multipolarity and
polarization of the main peaks is indicated.

FIG. 12. Same as Fig. 11 for the spin density strength.
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point out that our LSDA is essentially equivalent to a cont
interaction in the spin channel, and thus it may underestim
finite momentum effects. Of course, a similar effect cou
also contribute to the broad features observed in the hig
CDE’s. TheB56 T panels in Figs. 11 and 13 show th
CDE’s have a tendency to bundle, the energy spacing
tween bundles roughly beingvc . We have already discusse
this effect atq50.

Finally, we have used our results atq51.32 to estimate
the ratior 5(vSPE2vSDE)/(vCDE2vSPE) for the more in-
tense peaks. This ratio is a quantitative measure of the m
electron interactions in the dot.10 At B50 we have obtained
r;0.11, in good agreement with the experimental value10

This ratio decreases with increasingB; we have found that
r;0.08 atB56 T.

IV. SUMMARY

In this paper we have thoroughly discussed spin a
charge density modes of different multipolarity
GaAs-AlxGa12xAs quantum dots, as well as their wav
vector dependence. This has allowed us to make a deta
comparison with experimental data obtained from reson
Raman scattering. In particular, our calculations reprod
the experimental finding that the excitation energies of
modes do not depend on the transferred wave-vector,
though their intensities do. The ratio (vSPE2vSDE)/(vCDE
2vSPE) is also reproduced.

We have been able to compare the energies of sev
spin and density modes arising in the same dot. After fitt
the value of the spin density dipole mode at zero magn

FIG. 13. Charge density strengths in arbitrary units forq55
3105 cm21 and differentB values. The multipolarity and polariza
tion of the main peaks is indicated.
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field, the energies of the spin density modes up toL52
haven been quantitatively reproduced as a function ofB.

The origin of the high energy spin density mode atq
51.32 has not been elucidated by our calculations, altho
our results for largerq’s predict a very broad distribution o
strength centered around this experimental value. The an
sis of the strength function at the experimental wave-vectoq
seems to indicate that no appreciable strength is carried
modes withL.3, and that a broad structure consisting
peaks of different multipolarityL<3 and polarization ap-
pears between 1 and 3 T~see the appropriate panels in Fi
12!.

The top panel of Fig. 1 gives a hint about the difficulty
properly describe high-L modes with rather simple confinin
potential models. While forL50 to 2 the excitation operato
is probing the bulk region and part of the edge of the dot,
higher multipolarities it is only sensitive to its outermo
edge structure.6 Obviously, for a largeN dot this region is
very much influenced by the actual structure of the confin
potential, and one should expect the larger disagreem
between theory and experiment to appear for these mod

In the charge density channel, the agreement betw
theory and experiment is more qualitative. AtB50 one of
the measured CDE’s is between our calculatedL52 andL
53 modes and, as in the spin density channel, only thL
50 mode is not appreciably dispersed withB. Yet, we have
given an interpretation, and a fair quantitative description
the peaks measured at intermediateB values that lie between
the vc and 2vc lines. As indicated, we have given mor
weight in the fitting procedure to reproducing the SDE’s.

Finally, we would like to point out that in spite of th
difficulties in interpreting resonant Raman scattering in ter
of spin and density modes arising only from excitations

FIG. 14. Same as Fig. 13 for the spin density strength.
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the conduction band electrons, several features of the sp
are well described within time-dependent local-spin dens
functional theory. A more quantitative description of som
aspects of the experimental spectra would require to t
fully into account the underlying structure of the system b
yond the simple, idealized semiconductor model curren
used to describe quantum dots, and likely a more reali
confining potential in the case of high multipolarities.
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